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Abstract
The setting of 
Vog is extended in three aspects i semantic equivalences are
replaced by preorders yielding implementationspecicationrelations ii discrete
time is generalized to continuous time and iii the three variants of timed behaviour
liberal mixed and strict are completed by the dual of mixed behaviour	 As main
results we derive i if a strictly timed system performs in both best and worstcase
as well as another strictly timed one then both systems must be equivalent ii
considering the basicsemantics continuous time is in general more discriminating
than discrete time but never in tests iii the dual of mixed behaviour cannot be
related to some classical notion of concurrent behaviour in an equivalent way as it
is possible for the original three variants	
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  Introduction
In Vog the classical testing scenario of DNH	 was modied to timed testing not
only the functional behaviour of concurrent systems was considered but also the capability
or necessity to perform some activity within a certain amount of time Three dierent
timing disciplines have been considered liberal timing allows activity to be delayed and
prolongated arbitrarily whereas strict timing requires immediate start of possible actions
and prohibits to exceed a xed duration this is also the case for mixed timing where
only the start but not the end of some action may be delayed arbitrarily For liberal and
mixed timing only a best
case may
 testing is appropriate whereas for strict timing
also worst
case must
 testing is reasonable In all variants passage of time was modelled
by discrete one
time
steps and the durations of actions were natural numbers Finally
when comparing two systems wrt their temporal and functional behaviour semantic
equivalences were considered Here we address essentially three new topics
Firstly we consider semantic preorders rather than equivalences when comparing systems
this way an implementation
relation is established if T S is the set of timed tests that
are satised by some system S and we have T I  T S for some system I then I can
be seen as a faster implementation of speci cation S since I not only performs successful
in an environment whenever S does but also earlier in general As a main result it will
turn out that a strictly timed system performs in both best
 and worst
case as well as
another strictly timed one then both systems must be equivalent ie satisfy exactly the
same timed tests
Secondly passage of time is modelled by real
number steps In principle this gives much
more liberty in temporal behaviour we investigate in detail whether and when this more
detailed behaviour is actually observable As a second main result it will turn out that
the discrete and continuous testing preorders coincide
Thirdly we complete the three timing variants by somewhat like the dual of mixed
behaviour possible actions must start immediately but may be prolongated arbitrarily
For the original three variants a coincidence with classical time
free notions of concurrent
behaviour could be established in Vog ST
sequences step
sequences and maximal

step
sequences As a third main result it will turn out that this is not possible for the
new variant
The paper is structured as follows Section  introduces labelled Petri nets as our system
model and four variants of concurrent behaviour of such nets the relationship between
these variants is examined comprehensively Basic knowledge of Petri nets and their
behaviour is assumed for further details see eg Rei Section  extends the setting by
an explicit notion of time and introduces four variants of timed behaviour the relationship
between concurrent discrete and continuous behaviour as well as the relationship between
the four timed variants is studied In Section 	 timed testing is explained dened and
applied as may
testing in all four timed variants and additionally as must
testing in the
strict variant the relationship between discrete and continuous testing is claried the
discrete variants are characterized and  nally  the above mentioned result concerning
the equivalence of strictly timed systems is derived

 Concurrent Behaviour of Labelled Petri Nets
We restrict attention to labelled safe Petri nets without isolated transitions and with arc

weights of at most  as a consequence markings are sets of places We also assume an
innite set  of transition
labels or actions which is understood to be common to all
considered nets later on  will be extended by special actions reserved for test nets
Denition  
A labelled Petri net N  S  T  F M
N
  l net for short consists of disjoint sets of
places S and transitions T  the ow relation F  ST  T S an initial marking
M
N
 S and a labelling l  T   where   fa  b  c    g is an innite set of actions
For a transition t  T let

t  fs  S j s  t  Fg and t

 fs  S j t  s  Fg We
write M ti if

t  M for some M  S and say that t is activated or enabled under
M  We dene M T i  ft  T jM tig
Let T

 ft
 
  t

j t  Tg be the transition parts ie transitionstarts t
 
and transition
ends t

 Analogously let 

 fa
 
  a

j a  g be the respective action parts 
Two  not necessarily distinct  transitions t

and t

are concurrently enabled under some
marking M  if M n

t

t

i and M n

t

t

i some transition t is selfconcurrent if t is
concurrently enabled with itself Note that due to the above restrictions there are no
self
concurrent transitions in the considered nets
Since we are interested in the concurrent behaviour of nets we consider transitions and
hence actions to be non
atomic rather we distinguish between transition
starts and

ends such that there is a chance to observe an overlapping of actions Consequently
a state of a net will not only be described by the current marking M  but additionally
by the set of currently ring transitions C Note that in each state the set of possible
transition
starts is completely determined by M  whereas the set of possible transition

ends is completely determined by C however the situation is not quite symmetric starts
may be in conict ie

t



t

	 
 for some t

  t

 M T i whereas ends never are in
conict furthermore since initially no transition is current each transition
end must be
preceded by the corresponding transition
start in a sequence but not vice versa
When comparing the behaviour of two nets we will abstract from the identity of their
transitions and will rather consider the actions they represent since the labelling of tran

sitions is not necessarily injective the lack of self
concurrent transitions does not preclude
autoconcurrent actions an action a is auto
concurrent under a marking M if M enables
two here dierent a
labelled transitions t

and t

concurrently In order to connect
each actions start with its end we attach an event
tag e to both a transitions start and
its end and then lift this tag to the level of actions
Denition 
Let N  S  T  F M
N
  l be a net and let E be an innite set of events which is
understood to be common to all considered nets
	
An instantaneous description ID state for short of a net N is a pair M C where
M  S is a marking and C  T E is the set of current transitions The initial state
of a net N is ID
N
 M
N
  
 We write M CiM

  C

 if either
   t
 
  e where t  e M T i  E and M

M n

t and C

 C  ft  eg or
   t

  e where t  e  C and M

M  t

and C

 C nft  eg
If ID



iID

   
n
iID
n
for some n  N

and v  

   
n
 then we write ID

viID
n
or ID

vi We dene lv  

 E
 
inductively via l   the empty sequence
lvt
 
  e  lvlt
 
  e and lvt

  e  lvlt

  e and we write IDlvii if
IDvi For A   we dene M Aii  A  flt j t M T ig 
Now the concurrent behaviour of a net can as usual be dened to be the set of all sequences
of action or transition parts that are operationally derivable from the initial state when
doing so below we will take into account two further aspects
Firstly we want do distinguish several kinds of concurrent behaviour more precisely we
also want to consider restricted variants where the behaviour is maximal wrt possible
starts andor ends of actions or transitions in each state Without any such restriction
we gain the usual ST
sequences cf Gla if we require all possible ends to occur
before the next start then we gain the usual step sequences if we require an end to
occur only after no more start is possible and  additionally  all possible ends to occur
before the next start then we gain the usual maximum
step sequences note that in this
formulation the above mentioned asymmetry between starts and ends is reected If we
give up the condition on ends in the denition of maximum
step sequences then we gain
a new variant which does not seem to be expressible in conventional step
based terms
Secondly we want to ensure the uniqueness of each event
tag e in a sequence this reects
the presumed distinguishability of each occurrence of an action and will ease the deduction
of the behaviour of a synchronized net from the behaviours of its components later on
Denition 
Let N  S  T  F M
N
  l be a net A sequence v  

   
n
 T

 E
 
is event
unique if each e  E occurs at most twice in v and if e occurs twice then v 
v

t
 
  ev

t

  ev

for some t  T and v

  v

  v

 T

 E
 
 For a sequence w 


 E
 
 event
uniqueness is dened analogously and obviously w  lv is event

unique if and only if v is event
unique Now we dene
IFSN  fv j ID
N
vi and v is event
uniqueg
containing the ST ringsequences
DFSN  f

   
n
 IFSN j if 
i
 t


  e

 and 
i 
 t
 

  e

 then C
i
 
g
containing the down step  ring sequences of N 
UFSN  f

   
n
 IFSN j if 
i
 t
 

  e

 and 
i 
 t


  e

 then M
i
T i  
g
containing the upstep  ring sequences of N 
MFSN  DFSN  UFSN
containing the maximumstep  ring sequences of N 

For X  fI D U Mg we let XLN  flw jw  XFSNg be the STlanguage
down step language upstep language and maximumstep language resp of N  
In Vog event
uniqueness is partly already guaranteed by the operational behaviour
a t
 
may only be attached with an e that is not yet used in C however the complete
condition is established by the same wrt to the sequence global predicate as here in
the end both denitions coincide It should be mentioned that event
uniqueness could
as well established by purely operational ie local restrictions extend the states of
a net by a set H history of already used events and adjust rule  in Denition 
accordingly We have not chosen this way in order to keep the operational rules as simple
as possible
Note that  as for event
uniqueness  also the conditions which distinguish the four
variants in Denition  could already have been realized by rening the operational
rules of Denition  extend the states of a net by a boolean ag with values in eg
f g indicating whether the last event was a start or an end resp and adjust rules
 and  in Denition  according to the conditions on the four dierent variants
However this would be technically considerably more involved and it would complicate
the renement to timed behaviour as carried out in the next section
The four variants of concurrent behaviour have been introduced since each of them will
be closely related to a variant of timed behaviour for a special class of nets considered later
on hence we are yet interested in the relationship between these timed
free concurrent
variants We have chosen a rather unconventional presentation of the usual step
based
notions since this will allow i a facile comparison of the variants ii a clarication of the
technical relation between concurrent and timed behaviour and iii a neat integration of
the new UL
variant
The four variants can be related wrt their degree of concurrency as follows
Proposition 
Let N be a net and let  denote set
 inclusion then
IFSN
 
DFSN UFSN
 
MFSN
and
ILN
 
DLN ULN
 
MLN
Proof Directly from Denition  	
Consider the net N depicted in Figure  From the IL
view it is observable that c can
be performed without a preceding a choosing the lower b and the lower c this is not
possible from the UL
view where a and the lower b have to start immediately and c can
thus only occur after the end of a Furthermore from the IL
view it is observable that
b can overlap both a and c choosing the lower b and the upper c this is not possible
from the DL
view where b can only occur either with a or c Finally from the ML
view

it is not observable whether c must be preceded by both a and b or not Intuitively
information on concurrency is decreased when moving in opposite direction of the arrows
in Proposition 	
a c
cb
b
N
Figure  Dierent views yield dierent degrees of concurrency
A further outcome of the above mentioned asymmetry between possible starts and possible
ends of actions is the following result DLN can be constructed from ILN and MLN
can be constructed from ULN but neither can ULN be constructed from ILN nor
can MLN be constructed from DLN in general Informally the reason is the following
action
ends must be preceded by the corresponding starts and thus maximality wrt
never conicting possible ends is checkable syntactically for a sequence in ILN or
ULN deciding whether this sequence is also in DLN or MLN resp In contrast
maximality wrt possible action
starts is not checkable for a given sequence In order
to state this result formally for sequences we rst dene syntactic criteria which have a
close connection to the semantic condition on step
sequences
Denition 
Let N be a net and let v  IFSN We say that v is terminated if v  v

t
 
  ev

implies v

 v


t

  ev


 We say that v is steppartitioned if v  v

t


  e

t
 

  e

v

implies that v

t


  e

 is terminated
Termination and step
partition are dened analogously for w  

E
 
 and w  lv
is terminated step
partitioned if and only if v is terminated step
partitioned 
Here termination is an auxiliary notion in the denition of step
partition which dis

tinguishes the sequences in DLN and MLN from sequences in ILN nDLN and
ULN nMLN resp in the following proposition Later on termination will also be
helpful in other contexts
Proposition 
Let N be a net and w  

 E
 
 then
 w  DLN if and only if w is step
partitioned and w  ILN
 w  MLN if and only if w is step
partitioned and w  ULN
Proof
Let ID
N
viM C for some v  IFSN We rst see that C  
 if and only if v is
terminated e  proj

C i e does not occur in v or  by the event
uniqueness of v

 it occurs twice in v and we have v  v

t
 
  ev

t

  ev

 hence i v is terminated
Now
 w  DLN i w  lv for some v  IFSN such that v  v

t


  e

t
 

  e

v

and
ID
N
v

t


  e

iM C implies C  
 hence i w  lv for some v  IFSN such
that v  v

t


  e

t
 

  e

v

implies v

t


  e

 terminated thus i w  lv for some
step
partitioned v  IFSN i w is step
partitioned and w  ILN
 w  MLN i w  lv for some v  DFSN  UFSN i w  lv for some v 
IFSNUFSN such that v  v

t


  e

t
 

  e

v

and ID
N
v

t


  e

iM C implies
C  
 hence i w  lv for some v  UFSN such that v  v

t


  e

t
 

  e

v

implies v

t


  e

 terminated thus i w  lv for some step
partitioned v  UFSN
i w is step
partitioned and w  ULN 
In the following section we will extend our setting by explicit introduction of time in
states and behaviour of nets We will study several dierent timing disciplines which are
technically related to the four variants of concurrent behaviour considered in this section
Since we are going to compare these timing variants and to characterize the corresponding
testing preorders via inclusion of some language later on as a preparation we nish this
section by checking for implications between XL
inclusion and YL
inclusion of two nets for
X Y  fI D U Mg the results will signicantly back up the above mentioned comparisons
in the timed setting
Proposition 	
Let N

and N

be nets and X Y  fI D U Mg with X 	 Y
 ILN

  ILN

 implies DLN

  DLN


 ULN

  ULN

 implies MLN

  MLN


 If X Y  fI D  U Mg then there are nets N

and N

 such that
XLN

  XLN

 but YLN

 	 YLN


Proof
 Follows from Proposition 
 Follows from Proposition 
 We distinguish several cases
X  fI Dg  Y  fU Mg

We have a
 
  ea

  e  ULN

 MLN

 nULN

 MLN


aa baN1 bN2
X  fU Mg  Y  fI Dg

We have a
 
  ea

  ea
 
  e

  ILN

  DLN

 nILN

  DLN



a a bN1 a bN2
aN2N1 ba b aa
X  M  Y  U

We have We have a
 
  eb
 
  e

a

  ea
 
  e

  ULN

 nULN


X  D  Y  I
 consider
a b c
cb
a b
c
N2
b
N1
We rst argue that DLN

  DLN

 it suces to consider a behaviour of N

in
which the additional c is enabled this is possible if and only if a and the upper
b have red in N

 and additionally the lower b either i has not occurred yet
or ii occurred with a or iii occurred with the upper b This can be simulated
in N

by ring a either i followed by the lower b or ii together with the lower
b and followed by the upper b or iii followed by both the upper and lower b
simultaneously
But a
 
  e
a
b
 
  e
b
a

  e
a
b
 
  e

b
b

  e

b
c
 
  e
c
  ILN

 n ILN

 
 Timed Nets and their Behaviour in Time
In the previous section we have studied the concurrent behaviour of nets without using an
explicit notion of time We rather made qualitative distinctions essentially by checking
whether actions can overlap each other ie can occur independently We now add a
quantitative notion of time to the operational behaviour and therefore rst extend the
nets dened in the previous section by introducing durations for transitions
Denition  
A timed labelled Petri net N  S  T  F M
N
  l   timed net for short consists of a
labelled net S  T  F M
N
  l and a transition duration   T  N N is called untimed
if t   for all t  T  
Note that this denition allows equally labelled transitions to have dierent durations
this is not only in order to enhance exibility or generality but actually allows to model
systems where the duration of the same action varies with the systems internal situation
in particular when testing systems via synchronization on equal actions with a test net

in section 	 we can keep the tested net untimed and hence let all transition durations
be determined by the test net
We have chosen durations to be natural numbers although we will allow real
valued pas

sage of time This is a generalization towards reality of the setting in Vog where
time is modelled to pass in discrete unit
time
steps consequently a fair amount of this
section will be devoted to answer the question whether and when the renement of dis

crete to continuous time allows to distinguish timed nets that where formerly considered
to be equal
The operational behaviour given in Denition  is now extended to timed nets and
passage of real time where we also distinguish four dierent disciplines L
behaviour
called liberal in Vog allows arbitrary passage of time in any state and only requires
that a transition res at least for its duration E
behaviour called mixed in Vog
allows an enabled transition to delay its start for an arbitrary amount of time but its
ring time must be exactly its duration A
behaviour requires an enabled transition to
be started or deactivated immediately but allows its ring time to exceed its duration
this is a new variant not yet considered in Vog Finally S
behaviour called strict
in Vog requires an enabled transition to be started or deactivated immediately and
its ring time must be exactly its duration In order to keep track of the ring time of a
transition the states of a net are extended by function  which yields the residual ring
time of all current transitions
Denition 
A timed instantaneous description TD  M C   timed state for short of a timed
net N consists of a state M C of N and the residual time of the current transitions
  C  R
 

 The initial timed state of a timed net N is TD
N
 M
N
  
  

For X  fL E A Sg we write M C  i
X
M

  C

  

 if one of the following cases
applies
   t
 
  e and M Ct
 
  eiM

  C

 and 

t  e  t and 

j
C
 
   t

  e and M Ct

  eiM

  C

 and t  e   and 

 j
C
 

   r for r    such that M

  C

  M C and 

 

r and
 if X  E then r  t  e for all t  e  C
 if X  A then M T i  

 if X  S then M T i  
 and r  t  e for all t  e  C
If TD



i
X
TD

   
n
i
X
TD
n
for n  N

and v  

   
n
 then we write TD

vi
X
TD
n
or TD

vi
X
 We dene lv  

 E  fr j r   g
 
analogously as in Def

inition  where we additionally let lvr  lvr and we write TDlvii
X
if
TDvi
X

For a sequence w  T

Efr j r   g
 
or w  

Efr j r   g
 
let seqw denote the sequence of transition or action parts in w and let durw be the
sum of time steps in w If w  

   
n
and   i  j  n then 
j
occurs after 
i
in
w if additionally dur
i 
   
j
   then 
j
occurs later than 
i
in w 

In Denition  rules  and  are renements of the corresponding rules from De

nition  by rule  a started transition t has residual time t its duration and it
must re at least for its duration by rule  and rule  The latter allows passage of time
where marking and current transitions do not change but the residual time of the current
transitions is updated according to the time step here in the liberal case X  L passage
of time is always possible in any timed state and transition durations may be exceeded
due to 

 

r  min  r   The additional conditions restrict this behaviour for
the other three variants in the mixed case X  E time may only pass if the duration of
any current transition will not be exceeded if X  A then time may pass only if no more
transition can start in the current state ie an activated transition starts or is deactivated
as soon as possible in the strict case X  S both restrictions apply together
Note that Denition  allows to distinguish the four variants already by local operational
restrictions whereas Denition  applies global restrictions to operationally derivable
sequences for this purpose
Quite obviously if a transition t is current during performance of a sequence v leading
from timed state TD to TD

 then the residual time of t in TD

coincides with the dierence
between its residual time in TD and the duration durv of the sequence v  unless t
has been exceeded already before TD

is reached Furthermore if a transition start t
 

is
followed immediately in particular not later by a transition end t


 then t

and t

must
be dierent since t

   and t

may as well start after but not necessarily later than 
t

ends since t


can only increase the marking which already enables t

 additionally
this permutation leads to the same timed state as before These two properties are of
rather technical nature but important in many future developments and are therefore
stated formally
Lemma 
Let N be a timed net with timed states TD TD

and let X  fL E A Sg
 If TDvi
X
TD

and t  e  C  C

 then 

t  e  t  e

durv
 If TDt
 

  e

t


  e

i
X
TD

 then also TDt


  e

t
 

  e

i
X
TD


Proof
 We perform induction on jvj where for v   we have 

t  e  t  e and
durv   hence assume the claim to hold for some v and consider v

 v where
TDvi
X
TD

iTD


If   t
 

  e

 then durv

  durv and 

t  e  

t  e  t  e

durv 
t  e

durv

 by induction If   t


  e

 then we have e

	 e otherwise t  e  C


and as above durv

  durv and 

t  e  

t  e  t  e

durv  t  e

durv

 by induction If   r then durv

  durv  r and 

t  e  

t  e

r 
t  e

durv

r  t  e

durv  r  t  e

durv

 by induction
 Let M C  t
 

  e

i
X
M

  C

  

t


  e

i
X
M

  C

  

 then t

	 t

by 

t

  e

 
t

   and M

 M n

t

  t


 C

 C  ft

  e

g nft

  e

g and 

t  e 
t  e for all t  e  C nft

  e

g and 

t

  e

  t Now t

	 t

implies also
t

  e

  C and t

  e

  

t

  e

   hence M C  t


  e

i
X
M


  C


  


 with

M

 M  t


 C


 C nft

  e

g and 


 j
C
 
 
 Now M


t

i by M


 M  hence
M


  C


  


t
 

  e

i
X
M

  C

  

 with M

 M


n

t

 M  t


 n

t

 M

since
M t

i and C

 C


 ft

  e

g  C nft

  e

g  ft

  e

g  C

since t

  e

  C
and nally 

t  e  t  e  

t  e for all t  e  C nft

  e

g and 

t

  e

 


t

  e

  t thus M

  C

  

  M

  C

  

 
  Behaviour in Continuous and Discrete Time
Up to now we have dened four timed operational variants and  analogously to De

nition   we could dene the according variants of timed behaviour to be the sets of
all event
unique operationally derivable sequences But by anticipating phenomena that
play an important role when testing nets in Section 	 we will impose further conditions
on the considered sequences
In Vog timed behaviour of a timed net is essentially characterized by considering only
operationally derivable sequences that are eventunique maxcaused and terminated
Denition 
Let N be a timed net and let v  T

 E  fr j r   g
 
 We say that
 v is maxcaused if whenever v  v

t
 

  e

v

t


  e

v

 then durv

  
 v is wellformed if v is event
unique and max
caused
 v is timecomplete if v  v

r for some r   
 v is terminated if whenever v  v

t
 
  ev

 then v

 v


t

  ev



For a sequence w  

 E  fr j r   g
 
 max
causedness wellformedness
time
completeness and termination are dened analogously and obviously w  lv
shares exactly the properties of v 	
The notion of max
causedness is motivated as follows assume TD
N
v

t


  e

t
 

  e

v

i
X
for some timed net N and X  fL E A Sg then v

t
 

  e

t


  e

v

might or might not
be an operationally derivable sequence too in the latter case we can conclude that the
start of t

requires the tokens provided by the end of t

 however this information could
not be gained from a purely observational point of view which abstracts causal depen

dencies since both events  start of t

and end of t

 happen at the same time Hence
we will restrict attention to max
caused timed sequences exactly those sequences with
out subsequences of the form t
 

  e

t


  e

 this way a potential causal independence
of the start of t

from the end of t

is left invisible The important point is that by
Lemma  the restriction to max
caused sequences does not change the observable be

haviour if v

t
 

  e

t


  e

v

is operationally derivable then also v

t


  e

t
 

  e

v

is
but not necessarily vice versa
It must be pointed out that max
causedness has been enforced operationally for mixed E

and strict S
 behaviour in Vog where rule  in the denition according to our Deni

tion  allows to start a transition only after all current transitions with elapsed residual

time have nished if X  fE Sg then t  e   for all t  e  C Actually this
requirement is even stricter than max
causedness by the additional operational restric

tion any max
caused sequence can be extended to a time
complete sequence Somewhat
astonishingly this does not work in general with our Denition  and Denition 	 as
an example consider the timed net N depicted in Figure  below all transition durations
are  and omitted We can derive max
caused w  a
 
  e
a
b
 
  e
b
a

  e
a
c
 
  e
c
 op

erationally in both our E
 and S
variant but w cannot be extended to a time
complete
sequence c has started although b with elapsed residual time has not nished yet now
b

immediately after c
 
would violate max
causedness and a time step immediately after
c
 
is impossible by Denition  since b has no residual time left With the additional
restriction in Vog c could not have started before b has nished
a cN b
Figure  Some max
caused sequences cannot be time
completed
Since we strongly intend to reuse the existing results from Vog and hence aim at the
coincidence of both denitions of behaviour in discrete time we could simply adopt the
operational restriction for rule  in Denition  in case X  fE Sg We desist from this
solution for the following reason when comparing continuous and discrete behaviour later
on we will sometimes construct discrete traces from continuous ones by induction on their
length where in intermediate states we cannot guarantee wellformedness however such
intermediate sequences can be transformed to wellformed ones by iterated application
of Lemma  but the operational restriction would already inhibit to construct even
such intermediate sequences In order to reconcile our operational Denition  with
the corresponding one in Vog we consider as timed behaviour all prexes of some
wellformed and time
complete operationally derivable sequence
Denition 
Let N be a timed net For X  fL E A Sg we dene
XFS
c
N  fv j v is a prex of some wellformed time
complete v

with TD
N
v

i
X
g
XFSN  fv  XFS
c
N j if r is a time step in v then r  g
XL
c
N  fw  lv j v  XFS
c
Ng
XLN  fw  lv j v  XFSNg
The set XFS
c
N XL
c
N contains the continuous X
ring
sequences X
traces the
set XFSN XLN contains the discrete X
ring
sequences X
traces 
In order to show the coincidence of Denition  of XFSN and XLN with the corre

sponding one in Vog for X  fL E Sg we rst develop some tools of general usability
Denition 
For a timed state TD  M C   of a timed net N dene inductively the sets

endC 
S
t eC t e
ft

  eg  endC nft  eg
startM 
S
t eMT iE
ft
 
  eg  startM n

t
where  denotes language concatenation and
S
t e
 fg 
Informally a sequence from endC nishes all current transitions with elapsed residual
time Analogously performing a sequence from startM yields a timed state where no
more transition is activated Formally
Lemma 	
Let N be a timed net with timed state TD  M C   and let X  fL E A Sg
 v  endC implies TDvi
X
M

  C

  

 for some M

  C

  


such that C

 C and 

t  e   for all t  e  C


 v  startM implies TDvi
X
M

  C

  

 for some M

  C

  


such that M

T i  
 C

 C and 

t  e   for all t  e  C

nC
Proof Straightforward induction on jvj where in the base cases v   by Denition 
we must have t  e   for all t  e  C considering endC andM T i  
 considering
startM 
We now compare the original denition of discrete behaviour in Vog described by the
more restricted operational rule  i

X
with the one given in Denition 
Proposition 
For a timed net N with timed states TD TD

 X  fL E Sg and   T

Efg
 
write TDi

X
TD

if
 TDi
X
TD

and
   t
 
  e and X  fE Sg implies t

  e

   for all t

  e

  C
Extend  i

X
to sequences v as usual Then XFSN  fwellformed v jTD
N
vi

X
g
Proof
 Take some v  XFSN then v is wellformed and TD
N
vi
X
TD for some TD
hence it suces to show TD
N
vi

X
TD by induction on jvj where the base case v  
is clear Thus assume the claim to hold for some v and consider v

 v If  	
t
 
  e or X  L then we immediately have TD
N
vi

X
TDi

X
TD

by induction and
the denition of  i

X
 If   t
 
  e and X  fE Sg then by v  XFSN we have
TD
N
vi
X
TDt
 
  ei
X
TD

v
 
i
X
TD
 
i
X
for some v
 
 T
 
E
 
 since v must be a
prex of some wellformed time
complete sequence from XFSN Now C  C
 
 hence
TD
 
i
X
implies t

  e

     for all t

  e

  C  C
 
by Denition 
 Take some wellformed v  T

 E  fg
 
with TD
N
vi

X
TD then also
TD
N
vi
X
TD by the rst condition on  i

X
 and if v is time
complete we are done Oth

erwise we have to show TDui
X
TD

i
X
for some u  T

Efg
 
such that
vu is wellformed If X  L we can choose u   Now let X  fE Sg if v ends
t

  e then we choose u  u

u
 
 where u

 endC yielding TDu

i
X
M

  C

  


	
with 

t

  e

   hence 

t

  e

   by t

  e

  N

for all t

  e

  C

by
Lemma  and u
 
 startM

 such that M

  C

  

u
 
i
X
M

  C

  

  TD

with 

t

  e

   for all t

  e

  C

and M

T i  
 by Lemma  since 

t

  e

  
for t

  e

  C

and 

t

  e

   for t

  e

  C

nC

 thus TD

i
X
and we can
assume vu to be wellformed since u
 
can be chosen event
unique wrt vu

 If v
ends t
 
  e then already t

  e

   for all t

  e

  C by the second condition on  i

X
and the above hence it suces to let u  startM such that again 

t

  e

   for
all t

  e

  C

and M

T i  
 thus TD

i
X
and vu can be assumed wellformed

By this we can actually carry over all results concerning discrete L
 E
 or S
behaviour
from Vog in particular the characterization techniques for test
equivalences In par

ticular for discrete L
behaviour we can as well restrict attention to all those sequences
which are terminated and both begin and end with a time step
Proposition 
For a timed net N and w  

Efg
 
the following items are equivalent
 w  LLN
 w  LLN
 w is the prex of some terminated and time
complete w

 LLN
Proof
   Since TD
N
ii
L
TD if and only if TD  TD
N

   Let w  lv for some v  LFSN let TD
N
vi
L
M C   and let n 
max
t eC
t  e then n  N

and M C  
n
i
L
M

  C

  

 such that 

t  e  
for all t  e  C

 C by Lemma  Hence we have M

  C

  

v

i
L
M

  
  

 for
any v

 endC

 by Lemma  thus v
n
v

is terminated Finally M

  
  

i
L
by Denition  hence we can choose wellformed terminated and time
complete
w

 lv
n
v

  LLN
   Directly from Denition  
Proposition  
Let N be a timed net and let  denote set
 inclusion then
LFS
c
N

LFSN
 
EFS
c
N  EFSN AFSN  AFS
c
N
 
SFSN

SFS
c
N
and

LL
c
N

LLN
 
EL
c
N  ELN ALN  AL
c
N
 
SLN

SL
c
N
Proof Directly from Denition  
  Comparing Discrete and Concurrent Behaviour
The variants of concurrent behaviour introduced in Section  are closely related to the
variants of discrete behaviour of untimed nets The following results have been established
in Vog and  due to Proposition   apply in our setting as well
Proposition   
Let N

and N

be untimed nets and let X Y  fL  I  E D  S Mg
Then XLN

  XLN

 if and only if YLN

  YLN


Proof
By Proposition  LL
 EL
 and SL
semantics coincide with liberal
 mixed
 and strict

behaviour resp dened in Vog From the developments there we can directly
conclude that liberal
 mixed
 and strict
behaviour inclusion of untimed nets coincide
with ST
language
 step
language and maximal
step
language inclusion resp which in
turn are IL
 DL
 and ML
inclusion resp by Denition  
The discrete A
variant was not yet treated in Vog and is related to the concurrent
U
variant Somewhat unexpectedly this relationship is not an equivalence as in all three
other cases but only an implication from A
 to U
behaviour inclusion
Proposition  
 For untimed nets N

  N

 if ALN

  ALN

 then ULN

  ULN


 There are untimed nets N

  N

with ULN

  ULN

 but ALN

 	 ALN


Proof
 Assume ALN

  ALN

 and take some w  ULN

 then w  lv for some
v  UFSN

 of the form v  v
 

v


v
 

   v

n
v
 
n
for some n  N

 such that v
 
i

T
 

 E
 
for i         n  and v

i
 T


 E
 
for i         n and v
 
n
 T
 


E
 
 Furthermore if M
i
  C
i
 is reached after v
 
i
 then M
i
T i  
 for i         n 
 hence we have TD
N
v
 

i
A
TD

v


v
 

i
A
TD

v


v
 

i
A
   v

n
v
 
n
i
A
TD
n
v
 
i
A

where TD
i
 M
i
  C
i
  
i
 with 
i
t  e   for all t  e  C
i
since N

untimed and
v
 
 startM
n
 can be chosen event
unique wrt v

Now v

 v
 

v


v
 

    v

n
v
 
n
v
 
 is wellformed and time
complete hence v


AFSN

 and w

 l

v

  ALN

  ALN

 by assumption Then w

 l

u for
some u  AFSN

 of the form u  u
 

u


u
 

    u

n
u
 
n
 for some n  N


such that u
 
i
 T
 

 E
 
for i         n   and u

i
 T


 E
 
for i         n
and u
 
n
 T
 

 E
 
 furthermore if M
i
  C
i
  
i
 is reached after u
 
i
 then M
i
T i  

for i         n hence we have sequ  u
 

u


u
 

   u

n
u
 
n
 ULN

 thus l

sequ 
seql

u  seql

v

  seqw

  ULN

 and since w is a prex of seqw

 we
nally get w  ULN


 Consider N

and N

below
a c
b
N2a c
b
N1
We have a
 
  e
a
b
 
  e
b
a

  e
a
  ALN

 nALN

 
   Comparing Discrete and Continuous Behaviour
This subsection is devoted to the comparison of discrete and continuous behaviour more
precisely we answer the following question for all X  fL E A Sg given two timed nets N

and N

 such that each discrete continuous X
trace of N

is also a discrete continuous
X
trace of N

 is then each continuous discrete X
trace of N

also a continuous discrete
X
trace of N

!
It will turn out that inclusion of continuous traces implies inclusion of discrete traces in all
four variants for all timed nets this is quite immediate from Denition  the discrete
traces of a timed net form a syntactically decidable subset of its continuous traces The
reverse implication does not hold true in general Altogether we will show that continuous
time can at most distinguish ner than discrete time
In this respect discrete time is exactly as distinctive as continuous time for all timed nets
in the S
variant
Proposition  
For timed nets N

  N

 we have SLN

  SLN

 if and only if SL
c
N

  SL
c
N


Proof
It suces to show that SFSN can be constructed from SFS
c
N and vice versa for
any timed net N 
In SFS
c
N an activated transition starts immediately or is deactivated before any
time passes If a transition is started at a discrete time it ends at a discrete time by
t  N hence by induction all starts and ends occur at discrete time which can be
reached by 
steps in SFSN as well note that a time
complete continuous trace

w need not have discrete duration but can be extended to some w

by time
steps only
such that durw

  ddurwe  N


Vice versa replacing sequences of 
steps in SFSN by sequences of r
steps with
the same duration or a lesser duration when considering the last coherent 
steps
in a time
complete sequence yields SFS
c
N 
The situation is dierent for the A
 and the L
variant if we replace all time
steps by

steps in a continuous L
trace of a timed net N  then the result obviously is a discrete
L
trace of N  since the ring time of the underlying transitions can only increase the
same applies for A
behaviour where we additionally observe that a sequence of time

steps occurs in a continuous A
trace only if no more start is possible and that passage
of time never activates new transitions or requires current transitions to nish On the
other hand from a given discrete L
 or A
trace of a timed net N  we can construct all
corresponding continuous L
 or A
traces in general only if N is untimed this ensures
that we can allow passage of only one time unit between an actions start and its end
Lemma  
For w  

E  fr j r   g
 
let "w be w with all r replaced by 
Let N be an untimed net and let X  fL Ag Then w  XL
c
N if and only if
 "w  XLN and
 whenever w  w

a
 
  ew

a

  ew

 then durw

  
Proof
By Denition  we may wlog assume w to be wellformed and time
complete and
then "w must be wellformed and time
complete too
only
if
Let w  XL
c
N then w  lv for some wellformed and time
complete v  XFS
c
N
for this v let "v be v with all r replaced by  such that "w  l"v
 Now "v is wellformed and time
complete too and it suces to show "v  XFSN
We show that TD
N
vi
X
M C   implies TD
N
"vi
X
M C  " with "   even for non

time
complete v and "v by induction on jvj The base case v   is clear hence assume
the claim to hold for some v and consider v

 v
  t
 
  e  then TD
N
vi
X
M C  t
 
  ei
X
M

  C

  

 for some M

  C

  

 hence by
ind also TD
N
"vi
X
M C  "t
 
  ei
X
M

  C

  " such that M

  C

  M

  C

 by
Denition  and "

t

  e

  "t

  e

  t

  e

  

t

  e

 for t

  e

  C 
"
C
by induction and "

t  e  

t  e   since N is untimed
  t

  e  then TD
N
vi
X
M C  t

  ei
X
M

  C

  

 and t  e   by Denition
 hence also TD
N
"vi
X
M C  "t

  ei
X
M

  C

  " by induction and Deni

tion  since "   by induction implies "t  e   furthermore "

t

  e

 
"t

  e

  t

  e

  

t

  e

 for t

  e

  C


"
C

by induction again
  r  then TD
N
vi
X
M C  t

  ei
X
M C  

 by Denition  hence by induc

tion also TD
N
"vi
X
M C  "t

  ei
X
M C  " and   

r  "

  "

by
induction and since r  

 If w  w

a
 
  ew

a

  ew

 then v  v

t
 
  ev

t

  ev

for some t with lt  a
such that TD
N
v

t
 
  ei
X
M

  C

  

v

i
X
M

  C

  

 with t  e  C

and 

t  e 
t   since N untimed and 

t  e  

t  e

durv

   by Lemma  and
Denition  hence durv

   thus durw

   since durw

  durv

 by
w  lv
if
Let  and  hold then by  and the observation at the beginning of this proof there
is a wellformed and time
complete u  XFSN with "w  lu for this u we show
by induction on juj that there is a v  XFS
c
N with "v  u and w  lv such that
w  XL
c
N Again we show the claim even for non
time
complete u then in the base
case u   we can clearly choose v   hence assume that for u we have constructed
v as desired and consider u

 u we denote the TDs reached after u and v by TD
u
and TD
v
 which obviously coincide in their M 
 and C
component Now
  t
 
  e  we can choose v

 vt
 
  e by M
v
 M
u
and C
v
 C
u

  t

  e  then u  u

t
 
  eu

for some u

  u

by Denition  and  hence
v  v

t
 
  ev

for some v

  v

by induction and "v  u and also w  w

lt
 
  ew

by induction and w  lv such that durv

  durw

   by assumption 
hence 
v
t  e  

durw

   by Lemma  and since N untimed thus we
can choose v

 vt

  e
    we can choose v

 vr for any r    since in the case X  A we also
have M
v
T i  M
u
T i  
 	
As a result for L
 and A
behaviour continuous time is as distinctive as discrete time if
untimed nets are compared only In general in the class of all timed nets continuous
time distinguishes ner than discrete time
Proposition  
Let X  fL Ag
 For timed nets N

  N

 if XL
c
N

  XL
c
N

 then XLN

  XLN


 For untimed nets N

  N

 if XLN

  XLN

 then XL
c
N

  XL
c
N


 There are timed nets N

  N

 such that XLN

  XLN

 but XL
c
N

 	
XL
c
N


Proof
 Follows from Denition 
 Assume XLN

  XLN

 and take some w  XL
c
N

 then by Lemma 	 we
have "w  XLN

  XLN

 and whenever w  w

a
 
  ew

a

  ew

 then durw

 
 hence w  XL
c
N

 by Lemma 	 again
 Consider N

and N

below
We rst argue that LLN

  LLN

 and ALN

  ALN

 if in a run of N

d

occurs
not later than a

 then N

can simulate this by choosing the upper a
transition the

a c a
a
c
d
N1 N2
t1
t2
t3
2
b d b
b
d
d
upper b
transition and t

for d If d

occurs later than a

 but also a

occurs later
than d
 
 then d lasts at least  time units hence N

can simulate this by choosing the
lower a
transition the lower b
transition and t

for d If a

occurs not later than d
 
in which case d

occurs later than a

 then N

can simulate this by choosing the
lower a
transition the lower b
transition and t

for d
Now w  a
 
  e
a
b
 
  e
b
b

  e
b
d
 
  e
a
a

  e
a
c
 
  e
c
d

  e
d
  AL
c
N


and w  LL
c
N

 by AL
c
N

  LL
c
N

 but neither w  AL
c
N

 nor w  LL
c
N


Note that d in this sequence lasts only time  and starts before the end of a hence it
could only correspond to t

in N

 but this is would imply that c could only start with
or later than the end of d which is not the case 
Finally in the E
variant continuous time can be more distinctive than discrete time even
for untimed nets
Proposition  
 For timed nets N

  N

 if EL
c
N

  EL
c
N

 then ELN

  ELN


 There are untimed netsN

  N

 such that ELN

  ELN

 but EL
c
N

 	 EL
c
N


Proof
 Follows from Denition 
 Consider N

and N

below
We rst argue that ELN

  ELN

 if b
 
occurs not later than a
 
in N

 then b

occurs not later than a

and N

can simulate this by choosing the upper a
transition
If b
 
occurs later than a
 
 then it does not occur before a

and N

can simulate this
by choosing the lower a
transition
Now a
 
  e
a
b
 
  e
b
a

  e
a
c
 
  e
c
b

  e
d
  EL
c
N

 n EL
c
N

 

a c a
a cb
b
N2
b
N1
The results of this subsection show that the discriminative power of continuous time
vs discrete time crucially depends on the chosen variant andor the class of timed nets
considered As a  rather surprising  main result of the next section testing in continuous
time will never be more distinctive than testing in discrete time
  Comparing the Four Timed Variants of Behaviour
We nish this section by a comparison of the four timed variants of behaviour more
precisely we answer the following question for all X Y  fL E A Sg with X 	 Y given
two timed nets N

and N

 such that each discrete continuous X
trace of N

is also a
discrete continuous X
trace of N

 is then each discrete continuous Y
trace of N

also
a discrete continuous Y
trace of N

! The results are gathered in a corollary at the end
of this section
Let us rst restrict attention to the discrete variants of behaviour and untimed nets In
this matter we are well supported by the relationship between discretely timed behaviour
of untimed nets and their concurrent behaviour established in Proposition  and the
relationship between the four concurrent variants stated in Proposition 
Eg for untimed nets LL
 EL
 and SL
inclusion coincide with IL
 DL
 and ML
inclusion
resp by Proposition  Hence by Proposition  and  LL
inclusion implies EL

inclusion and not other implication holds in general between these three discrete timed
variants for untimed nets Since AL
inclusion implies UL
inclusion by Proposition 
AL
inclusion also implies SL
inclusion by the above coincidence of SL
 and ML
inclusion
and Proposition  Furthermore we can carry over the negative results of Propo

sition  for Y  U ie for no X  fL E Sg we have that XL
inclusion implies AL

inclusion in general however since AL
inclusion does not coincide with UL
inclusion in
general Proposition  we can not simply carry over the negative results of Propo

sition  for X  U and Y  fI Dg but it suces to show
Proposition  	
There are untimed nets N

  N

 such that ALN

  ALN

 but ELN

 	 ELN


Proof Consider

Now also AL
inclusion does not imply LL
inclusion in general since LL
inclusion always
implies EL
inclusion for untimed nets as shown above

a a bN1 a bN2
Hence we have claried the relationships between all discrete variants in the class of
untimed nets Furthermore the negative results carry over to continuous behaviour as
well by Proposition  Proposition  and Proposition  they also hold for the
class of all timed nets since untimed nets are timed nets
Additionally since SL
c

 and AL
c

inclusion coincide for untimed nets with SL
 and AL

inclusion we immediately have that SL
c

inclusion implies and AL
c

inclusion for untimed
nets but in general not vice versa hence for all timed nets by the above
Since even for untimed nets EL
inclusion does not coincide with EL
c

inclusion in general
Proposition  we cannot carry over Proposition  to continuous E
 and L

behaviour of untimed nets However LL
c

inclusion can at most imply EL
c

inclusion for
untimed  and thus for all timed  nets in general In order to verify this implication
for untimed nets we rst observe that EL
c
N for untimed N can be gained from LL
c
N
by taking all sequences with correctly nishing actions
Lemma  
Let N be an untimed net and let w  

 E  fr j r   g
 
 Then wr 
EL
c
N if and only if wr  LL
c
N and whenever wr  w

a
 
  ew

a

  ew

 then
durw

  
Proof
We have vr  EFS
c
N i vr  LFS
c
and whenever vr  v

t
 
  ev

t

  ev

and
TDv

t
 
  ei
L
ID

  

v

i
L
ID

  

t

  ei
L
 then 

t  e   since N untimed and


t  e  durv

 by Denition  case E and 

t  e  

t  e

durv

  
by Denition  and Lemma  hence i vr  LFS
c
and whenever vr 
v

t
 
  ev

t

  ev

 then durv

   Now wr  EL
c
N i wr  lvr for some
vr  LFS
c
and vr  v

t
 
  ev

t

  ev

implies durv

   hence i wr  LL
c
N
and whenever w  w

a
 
  ew

a

  ew

 then durw

   
It remains to check that EL
c

inclusion does not imply XL
c

inclusion for any X  fL A Sg
and untimed  hence all timed  nets in general
Proposition  
 For untimed nets N

  N

 if LL
c
N

  LL
c
N

 then EL
c
N

  EL
c
N


 Let X  fL A Sg Then there are untimed nets N

  N


such that EL
c
N

  EL
c
N

 but XL
c
N

 	 XL
c
N


Proof
 Assume LL
c
N

  LL
c
N

 and take some w  EL
c
N

 then w is a prex of
some w

r  EL
c
N

  LL
c
N

  LL
c
N

 by Denition  Proposition  and
assumption such that whenever w

r  w

a
 
  ew

a

  ew

 then durw

   by

Lemma  hence w

r  EL
c
N

 by Lemma  again and w  EL
c
N

 by De

nition 
 For X  L consider
a b c
cb
a b
c
N2
b
N1
The reasoning for EL
c
N

  EL
c
N

 is a renement of the one given in the proof
of Proposition  case X Y  D  I where we additionally note that the lower b
cannot overlap both a and the upper b in EL
c

We have a
 
  e
a
b
 
  e
b
a

  e
a
b
 
  e

b
b

  e

b
c
 
  e
c
  LL
c
N

 n LL
c
N


For X  fA Sg consider
aa baN1 bN2
Here an analogous reasoning as in the proof of Proposition  case X  D and
Y  fU Mg applies 
Up to now we have checked the relationship between all discrete and continuous variants
for untimed nets the negative results carry over to the class of all timed nets and it
remains to check
Proposition 
There are timed nets N

  N

 such that LL
c
N

  LL
c
N

 and AL
c
N

  AL
c
N


but ELN

 	 ELN

 and SLN

 	 SLN


Proof Consider
a
2
aN1 N2

Altogether we end up with the following map of implications between inclusion of con

current discrete and continuous behaviour in all four variants for the classes of untimed
and all timed nets
Corollary  
The following and no other implications hold in general between inclusion of concur

rent discrete and continuous behaviour of two untimed nets

LL
c
 LL  IL AL
c
 AL  UL
     
EL
c
 EL  DL SL
c
 SL  ML
The following and no other implications hold in general between inclusion of discrete
and continuous behaviour of two timed nets
LL
c
 LL AL
c
 AL
EL
c
 EL SL
c
 SL

	
 Timed Testing in Discrete and Continuous Time
Timed testing Vog JV is a modication of classical testing DNH	 the quali

tative problem maymust some behaviour occur ! is quantitatively rened to maymust
some behaviour occur in time!
Technically the timed testing scenario is set
up as follows A timed test consists of an
observer O and a time bound r  R
 

 The observer is a timed net which is generally
equipped with additional special actions 	 and wait we let 
t
  f	 waitg and note
that all developments and results in the previous sections did not require to exclude 	
and wait from the considered alphabet hence they hold as well if  is replaced by 
t

When testing a given timed net N with observer O we consider the traces of the parallel
composition Nk
	
O with synchronization on all actions from  ie except for 	 and wait
as dened below Whenever a trace of the composition contains the start of some 	 then
success is signaled by O The observer may also delay its activity explicitly by ring a
wait
labelled transition which is not synchronized with the activity of the tested net N 
Denition  
Let N

  N

be nets and A   The parallel composition N  N

k
A
N

with synchro
nization on A is dened as
S  S

 fg  fg  S

T  ft

  t

 j t

 T

  t

 T

  l

t

  l

t

  Ag 
ft

   j t

 T

  l

t

  Ag 
f  t

 j t

 T

  l

t

  Ag
F  fs

  s

  t

  t

 j s

  t

  F

or s

  t

  F

g 
ft

  t

  s

  s

 j t

  s

  F

or t

  s

  F

g
lt

  t

 
 
l

t

 if t

 T

l

t

 if t

 T

t

  t

  max

t

  

t

  where 

  

  
M
N
 M
N
 
#
M
N

  ie M
N
s

  s

 
 
M
N
 
s

 if s

 S

M
N

s

 if s

 S

Here  is a dummy
element with   S

 S

 T

 T

 	
Note that due to t

  t

  max

t

  

t

 the slower transition determines the du

ration of the synchronized transition by this when testing an untimed net the durations
of all transitions can entirely be determined by the observer
Now a timed net N may satisfy the timed test O  r if there is a trace of Nk
	
O with a
duration at most r which contains the start of a 	 N must satisfy O  r if all traces of
Nk
	
O with a duration greater than r contain the start of a 	 Obviously must
testing is
only reasonable for the strict S
 variant since all three other variants allow actions to be

delayed andor to last arbitrarily long hence no timed test must be satised in general
for may
testing we distinguish all four timed variants
Based on test satisfaction a preorder on timed nets can be naturally dened for X 
fL E A Sg timed nets N

and N

are in relation N


X
wN

if whenever a timed test
O  r may must be satised by N

 then it may must be satised by N

as well In
general N

not only performs successful with more observers O than N

 but also with
lower time bounds for the same O this justies to see 
X
and w as eciency preorders
where 
X
compares the bestcase eciency and w compares the worstcase eciency
In Vog the discrete sub
setting has already been treated for test
equivalences rather
than preorders and X  fL E Sg time bounds are natural numbers and only discrete
traces are considered Of course we also investigate the relation between the discrete and
continuous preorders The following denition gathers the ideas formally
Denition 
A timed net is testable if the special actions 	 and wait do not occur as transition
labels A continuously timed test O  r consists of
 a timed net O called observer labelled with actions from 
t
and
 a time bound r  R
 


O  r is a discretely timed test if r  N


Let N be a testable timed net let O be an observer let r  R
 

 let d  N

and let
X  fL E A Sg We write
N may
c
X
O  r if there is some w  XL
c
Nk
	
O containing 	
 
  e and durw  r
N may
X
O  d if there is some w  XLNk
	
O containing 	
 
  e and durw  d
For testable timed nets N

 N

and X  fL E A Sg we write
N


c
X
N

if N

may
c
X
O  r implies N

may
c
X
O  r for all continuous tests O  r
N


X
N

if N

may
X
O  d implies N

may
X
O  d for all discrete tests O  d
Finally we write for a testable timed net N  observer O r  R
 

and d  N


N must
c
O  r if all w  SL
c
Nk
	
O with durw  r contain 	
 
  e
N must O  d if all w  SLNk
	
O with durw  d contain 	
 
  e
and
N

w
c
N

if N

must
c
O  r implies N

must
c
O  r for all continuous tests O  r
N

w N

if N

must O  d implies N

must O  d for all discrete tests O  d
	
The usefulness of this denition of timed testing depends even crucially in the must
case
on the following property of all four timed variants

Proposition 
Let N be a timed net let X  fL E A Sg and let v  XFS
c
N Then v is the prex
of some v

 XFS
c
N with durv

  durv  
Proof
Let v be the prex of wellformed and time
complete u  XFS
c
N with TD
N
ui
X
TD
and duru  durv If min
t eC
t  e   then TDui
X
 since u time
complete
implies M T i  
 for X  fA Sg and we have wellformed and time
complete v


u  XFS
c
N with durv

  duru    durv  
Now let min
t eC
t  e   and let fr

       r
n
g  ft  e   j t  e  Cg be the
nite set of residual times lesser than  of transitions in C such that r
i
 r
i 
for
all i         n  Then TDr

i
X
TD

u


i
X
TD


u
 

i
X
TD
 

r

 r

i
X
TD

   r
n

r
n
i
X
TD
n
where u

i
 endC
i
 and u
 
i
 startM

i
 if 
i
t  e   for some i and t  e  C
i

then 
j
t  e    r
j
 r
i
   for all i  j  n since 
j
t  e  
i
t  e

r
j
 r
i

by Lemma  and   r
i
 r
j
  In particular 
n
t  e    r
n
 r

   for
all t  e  C
n
 v

 ur

u


u
 

r

 r

    r
n
 r
n
 r
n
 r

  XFS
c
N since
v

is time
complete and can be assumed event
unique hence wellformed and we have
durv

  duru  r
n
   r
n
 r

  duru    r

 durv  
This property ensures that in none of the variants Nk
	
O can reach a time
stop Oth

erwise all traces of Nk
	
O might have a duration less than r but none of them contains
	 hence N must
c
O  r although success is never reached In other words by Proposi

tion 	 a system can always be oberseved up to an arbitrary time
 Comparing Continuous and Discrete Testing
In the end of section  we have seen that continuous time distinguishes ner than discrete
time in general only for the class of untimed nets in three of the four variants continuous
time is as discriminating as discrete time We now examine this topic for the testing
preorders
By Proposition  the coincidence of discrete and continuous testing preorders is quite
straightforward for the S
variant
Proposition 
On testable timed nets 
c
S
coincides with 
S
and w
c
coincides with w
Proof
Let N be a timed net and O  r be a continuously timed test We rst show that that
N may
c
S
O  r i N may
S
O  brc and that N must
c
O  r i N must O  brc
If N may
c
S
O  r then there is wlog a w	
 
  e  SL
c
Nk
	
O with durw  r
now by the proof of Proposition  we have durw  N

 hence durw  brc
and we can construct a w

	
 
  e  SLNk
	
O with durw

  durw  brc thus
N may
S
O  brc If N may
S
O  brc then there is wlog a w	
 
  e  SLNk
	
O 
SL
c
Nk
	
O with durw  brc  r by Proposition  hence also N may
c
S
O  r

Let N must
c
O  r and take some w  SLNk
	
O  SL
c
Nk
	
O with durw  brc
then also durw  r by durw  N

 thus w contains some 	
 
  e by assumption
hence N must O  brc Finally let N must O  brc and take some w  SL
c
Nk
	
O
with durw  r then by the proof of Proposition  there is a w

 SLNk
	
O with
durw

  durw  r  brc and seqw

  seqw hence w

contains some 	
 
  e by
assumption thus w does and we conclude N must
c
O  r
Now assume N


S
N

for some testable nets N

 N

 then N

may
S
O  brc for some
observer O and r  R
 

implies N

may
c
S
O  r by the above hence also N

may
c
S
O  r
by assumption and N

may
S
O  brc by the above again and we conclude N


S
N


The reverse direction and the must
case is analogous 		
For the other three variants we rst show how to construct from a successful continuous
trace a faster successful discrete trace
Proposition 
Let N be a net and let X  fL E Ag For each w  XFS
c
N there is a u  XFSN
with duru  durw and all  in seqw are also in sequ
Proof
We rst construct for each w  XFS
c
N a v with only 
time
steps such that
seqv  seqw and TD
N
vi
X
 note that seqv  seqw and w  XFS
c
N implies that
v is event
unique but v will in general neither be max
caused nor be time
complete
hence we will transform v to the desired u  XFSN at the end of this proof such
that duru  durv and and all  in seqw are also in sequ
We denote the TDs reached after w and v by TD
w
and TD
v
 note that as a con

sequence of seqv  seqw TD
w
and TD
v
coincide in their M 
 and C
component
hence we will denote both M
w
and M
v
by M and both C
w
and C
v
by C Furthermore
we have 
v
t  e  N

for all t  e  C by Lemma  since v has only 
time
steps
and t  N

 We let $  durw durv and show that $   
v
 
w
 $ and
  $   which in particular implies durv  durw
The proof is by induction on jwj where for w   we can choose v   yielding
$   and 
v
 
w
 
 Hence assume that for w  XFS
c
N we have constructed
v as desired and consider w

 w We denote the TDs reached after w

and the
corresponding v

TD
w
 
and TD
v
 
with common marking M

and current transitions C


If   t
 
  e we choose v

 v then seqv

  seqw

 and TD
v
t
 
  ei
X
by Def

inition  and by induction since w

 wt
 
  e  XFS
c
N by assumption Fur

thermore durw

  durw and durv

  durv implies $

 $ hence   $

 
by induction and the residual times 
v
 
and 
w
 
coincide with 
v
and 
w
on C and
are both equal t for t  e such that by the above also in this case $

    
t t    $


If   t

  e then we must have 
w
t  e   by Denition  hence by induction

v
t  e  
v
t  e   $   thus 
v
t  e   since 
v
t  e  N

 then by Deni

tion  we can choose v

 v yielding seqv

  seqw

 by induction Furthermore

$
 $ 
w
 
 
w
j
C
 
and 
v
 
 
v
j
C
 
 hence $

   
v
 
 
w
 
 $

and   $

 
follow directly by induction too
Now let   r with r    If $  r   then we choose v

 v obviously
seqv

  seqw

 and   $  $  r  $

  by induction and assumption
Furthermore 
v
 
 
w
 
 
v
 
w

r  
v
 
w
 r  
v
 
w
 r  $  r  $

by induction Now if r  
w
meaning r  
w
t  e for some t  e  C by abuse
of notation then 
w
 
  meaning 
w
 
t  e   for the same t  e  C hence
$

    
v
 
v
 

w
 
 and if r  
w
 then 
w
 
 
w
r and $r  
v

w
r
by induction thus $

   
v
 
 
w
 

If on the other hand $  r   we choose v

 v then seqv

  seqw

 and
  $  r    $

by assumption and $

 $  r    $   by induction
since r   Furthermore if 
v
  with the same abuse of notation as above then

v
 

w
 
 
w

r    $r  $

by assumption and if 
v
  then 
v

 

v
 by 
v
 N

 and 
w

r  
w
r yield 
v
 

w
 
 
v

w
r  $r  $

by induction Finally if r  
w
 then 
v
 
 
w
 
 
v

 
w
 r  
v
  
w
 r 
$    r  $

  by induction and if r  
w
 then 
v
 
 
w
 
 
v
 
   $

 
by $

 
Now TD
v
i
L
by Denition  and it remains to check the other two cases
X  E
 w

 wr  EFS
c
N implies r  
w
 and we have 
w
 
v
   $ by the
additional property and $  r by assumption thus r  
v
 $  
v
 r
yielding 
v
  hence 
v
  since 
v
 N

 and we conclude TD
v
i
E

X  A
 w

 wr  AFS
c
N implies M
v
T i  M
w
T i  
 hence TD
v
i
A

For w  XFS
c
N we have constructed an event
unique v with only 
time
steps such
that seqv  seqw and durv  durw and TD
N
vi
X
M C  
v
 now let %u  vv

v
 

where v

 endC such that M C  
v
v

i
X
M

  C

  

v
 and v
 
 startM


such that M

  C

  

v
v
 
i
X
M
 
  C
 
  
 
v
i
X
with M
 
T i  
 and 
 
v
t  e  
for all t  e  C
 
 by Lemma  We infer TD
N
%ui
X
and may assume %u to
be event
unique Now by Lemma  moving transition ends in front of transition
starts that happen at the same time in %u ie are between the same two successive

time
steps yields a max
caused hence wellformed and time
complete u with
duru  durv  durw and all  in seqw are also in sequ and TD
N
ui
X
 thus
u  XFSN and we are done 	
The coincidence of discrete and continuous may
testing now follows directly
Theorem 
For all X  fL E Ag the relations 
c
X
and 
X
coincide on timed nets
Proof
Let N be a testable net let O  r be a continuously timed test and let X  fL E Ag
By the proof of Proposition 		 it suces to show that N may
c
X
O  r if and only if
N may
X
O  brc

If N may
c
X
O  r then there is a w  XL
c
N with durw  r that contains an
	
 
  e and w  lv for some v  XFS
c
N with durv  r that contains an 	
 
  e
now by Proposition 	 there is a u  XFSN with duru  durv  r and
sequ is a permutation of seqv hence duru  brc since duru  N

 and u
contains an 	
 
  e thus w

 lu  XLN with durw

  brc contains an 	
 
  e
and we conclude N may
X
O  brc If on the other hand N may
X
O  brc then
there is w  XLN with durw  brc that contains an 	
 
  e and for this w also
w  XL
c
N since XLN  XL
c
N such that N may
c
X
O  r too 	
As a result of this subsection we can restrict attention to the discrete testing preorders
in the remainder of this section since checking N

w
c
N

or N


c
X
N

now reduces to
checking N

w N

or N


X
N

resp
 Characterizing Discrete MayTesting
At this point it is by no means clear how to check N

w N

or N


X
N

for given
testable N

and N

 Obviously it is impossible even in the discrete variants to apply the
denition of timed testing directly since there are innitely many timed tests to apply
Hence in this subsection we look for the just necessary renements of the four basic
semantics that are precongruences for parallel composition The corresponding testing
preorders are then characterized by inclusion of these rened languages Most the de

velopments are already carried out in Vog but are presented also here for convenient
reading
We rst decompose the timed states of a composition into timed states of the components
Denition 	
Let N

and N

be timed nets let A   and N  N

k
A
N

 Let TD TD

and TD

be
reachable timed states of N  N

 N

resp We say that TD is the combination of TD

and TD

 if
M

 fs

j s

   Mg
M

 fs

j   s

 Mg
C

 ft

  e j t

  t

  e  C  t

 T

g
C

 ft

  e j t

  t

  e  C  t

 T

g
t

  t

  e  max

t

  e  

t

  e  where 
i
  e   for i     	
Now the operational behaviour of a parallel composition can be decomposed into opera

tional behaviour of the components
Lemma 
Let N

and N

be timed nets let A   and N  N

k
A
N

 Let TD  M C  
TD

 M

  C

  

 and TD

 M

  C

  

 be corresponding TDs such that TD is
the combination von TD

and TD

 Let X  fL E A Sg Then TDi
X
in N if and
only if TD



i
L
in N

 TD



i
L
in N

and one of the following cases applies

a   t

  t


 
  e 

 t
 

  e 

 t
 

  e and l

t

  l

t

  A
b   t

  
 
  e 

 t
 

  e and 

  l

t

  A
c analogously to b for     t


 
  e
d   t

  t



  e 

 t


  e 

 t


  e and l

t

  l

t

  A
e   t

  

  e 

 t


  e 

  l

t

  A
f analogously to e for     t



  e
g   

 

  and
 If X  E then additionally  below
 If X  A then additionally  below
 If X  S then additionally  and  below
The conditions  and  are as follows
 for all t

  t

  e  C we have 

t

  e  

t

  e   where 
i
  e  
 M

Aii M

Aii  
 and M

Aii M

Aii  

In all cases if TDi
X
TD

 TD

i
L
TD


and TD

i
L
TD


 then TD

is the combination
of TD


and TD



Proof Easy but tedious cf Vog 	
Furthermore for the L
variant the traces of the parallel composition can be calculated
from the traces of the components without further renement via the shu&e k
A

Denition 
Let u  v   E  fg
 
be wellformed and let A   Dene
uk
A
v  f w   E  fg
 
jw is wellformed und and we can write
u  u

   u
n
 v  v

   v
n
 w  w

   w
n
with n   such that for all i         n
either w
i
 u
i
 v
i
 A

E  fg
or w
i
 u
i
 A

 E and v
i
 
or w
i
 v
i
  A

E and u
i
  g 	
Proposition  
Let N

and N

be timed nets and A  
Then LLN

k
A
N

 
S
fuk
A
v ju  LLN

  v  LLN

g
Proof Using Lemma 	 and Denition 	 cf Vog 	
In words inclusion of LL
semantics is a precongruence for parallel composition This is
enough for the characterization of 
L

Theorem   
Let N

and N

be timed testable nets Then N


L
N

if and only if LLN

  LLN



Proof
if Let O  d be a discrete test and assume LLN

  LLN

 then LLN

k
	
O 
LLN

k
	
O by Proposition 	 hence if N

may
L
O  d by some w  LLN

k
	
O
then also N

may
L
O  d by w  LLN

k
	
O thus N


L
N


only
if Let N be any testable timed net then by Vog for each w  

E
fg
 
there exists a discrete test O  d
w
 such that N may
L
O  d
w
if and only if
w  LLN Now let N


L
N

 then w  LLN

 implies N

may
L
O  d
w
 hence
N

may
L
O  d
w
by assumption and w  LLN

 by the above too 	
For the characterization of 
L
we did not have to rene LL since it is already a precon

gruence for parallel composition This is not the case in the three other variants where
a renement is necessary
Denition  
Let N be a timed net and let w  w

w

   w
n
  LLN for some n with
w
i
 

E
 
 such that TD
N
w

ii
L
TD

w

ii
L
TD

   w
n
ii
L
TD
n
ii
L
for some
TD
i
for all i         n Then w  w

X

w

X

   w
n
X
n
with X
i
   

 E is
a timed refusal trace of N if for all i         n the following conditions hold
 M
i
X
i
 ii  

 If a

  e  X
i
 then TD
i
a

  eii
L
and
 either a
 
  e occurs in w
i
 or i   and a

  e  X
i
 i  n implies a

  e occurs in w
i 
or a

  e  X
i 
The set of timed refusal traces of N is denoted SRTN We additionally dene
ERTN  fw  SRTN jX  

 E for all X in wg
ARTN  fw  SRTN jX   for all X in wg
The sets X in a timed refusal trace are called refusal sets and are sometimes referred
to as time steps Termination is dened accordingly for refusal
traces too 	
Refusal traces rene the corresponding traces 
Proposition  
Let N

and N

be timed nets and X  fE A Sg
Then XRTN

  XRTN

 implies XLN

  XLN


Proof
Let w  w

X

  w
n
X
n
 SRTN for some timed net N  then we say only for this
proof that w is E
maximal if for all i         n each occurrence of some a
 
  e in
w
i
implies a

  e  X
i
 we say that w is A
maximal if   X
i
for all i         n
nally w is S
maximal if it is both E
maximal and A
maximal Now for X  fE A Sg
we have XLN  fw jw is a X
maximal v  XRTN with all refusal sets replaced by
g From this the claimed implication follows quite directly 	

 and their inclusion is a precongruence for parallel composition
Denition  
Let u  u

X

u

X

   u
n
X
n
and v  v

X

v

X

   v
n
X
n
be timed refusal traces with
n  N

and A   Dene
uk
r
A
v  f w  w

Z

w

Z

   w
n
Z
n
j
w

w

    w
n
  uk
A
v and for all i         n we have
Z
i
A  X
i
 Y
i
 A and
Z
i
  A  X
i
 Y
i
  A and
Z
i
 

 E  X
i
 Y
i
  

 E g 		
Proposition  
Let N

and N

be timed nets A   and X  fE A Sg
Then XRTN

k
A
N

 
S
fuk
A
v ju  XRTN

  v  XRTN

g
Proof
In Vog the result is shown for X  fE Sg and applies for X  A by similar
arguments 	
For the A
 and the S
variant they also characterize the may
testing preorders
Theorem  
Let N

and N

be timed testable nets Then N


S
N

if and only if SRTN

 
SRTN


Proof
Analogously to the proof of Theorem 	 where for the if
direction additionally
Proposition 	 is applied 	
Theorem  	
Let N

and N

be timed testable nets Then N


A
N

if and only if ARTN

 
ARTN


Proof
if
Analogously to the if
direction in the proof of Theorem 	 where additionally
Proposition 	 is applied
only
if
Let N


A
N

and take some w  w

Z

  w
n
Z
n
 ARTN

 We may assume that
 w is terminated by Proposition  and  and
 w

is the empty sequence by Proposition  and  and
 Z
i
 A  l

T

  l

T

 for all i since we may assume the alphabet  to be
restricted to A

We have to show that w  ARTN

 and will therefore construct a discrete test O n
such that N may
A
O n for some testable timed net N if and only if w  ARTN
then N

may
A
O n hence N

may
A
O n and w  ARTN


We construct O n as follows O consists of two parts The rst part contains the
places s
i
and s
a i
and the transitions t
i
and t
a i
 The s
i
and t
i
model something like
a clock while the s
a i
and t
a i
test for refusal of Z
i
  The second part consists of
e         e  for each e in w which test for the correctly timed occurrence of the
action attached by e
S
O
 fs
i
j i         n g  fs
a i
j i         n and a  Z
i
g
fe  i j i         and a
 
  e occurs in w for some a  g
T
O
 fsuccessg  ft
i
j i         ng  ft
a i
j i         n and a  Z
i
g
fe  i j i    	   and a
 
  e occurs in w for some a  g
F
O
contains exactly the following pairs
s
i
  t
i
  t
i
  s
i 
  i         n
s
n 
  success
s
a i
  t
a i
  i         n  a  Z
i
s
a i
  t
i 
  i         n   a  Z
i
s
a n
  success  a  Z
n
t
i
  s
a i 
  i         n   a  Z
i
e  i  e  i   i         
e    success
The labelling l
O
t t  T
O
 is wait except for the following cases
l
O
success  	
l
O
t
a i
  a
l
O
e  	  a if a
 
  e occurs in w
The duration 
O
t t  T
O
 is  except for the following cases if a
 
  e occurs in w
then

O
e   is the number of time steps in w before a
 
  e and

O
e  	 is the number of time steps in w between a
 
  e and a

  e and

O
e   is the number of time steps in w after a

  e
The marking M
O
s s  S
O
 is  except for M
O
s

 M
O
e    M
O
s
a 
  
Assume N may
A
O n due to some w

  w

    w
n
w
n 
  ALNk
	
O
for any testable timed net N ie some 	
 
  e occurs in w

and durw

  n We
can regard w

 as a timed refusal trace w

in replacing 
steps by s Then by
Proposition 	 we have w

 uk
r
	
v for some u  ARTN and v  ARTO We
consider the dierent parts of O and draw conclusions for u  u

X

   u
n
X
n
u
n 
X
n 
and v  v

Y

   v
n
Y
n
v
n 
Y
n 

	
Let us rst have a look at the part of O containing s
i
 t
i
 s
a i
 t
a i
and success In order
to reach success in time it is necessary to re the sequence t

   t
n
 more precisely t
i
has to start immediately before and has to end immediately after the i
th time step
Thus s
a i
is marked before the i
th time step and t
a i
might empty s
a i
 to prevent this
in A
behaviour N must refuse a at this moment ie we must have a  X
i
 If this is
the case s
a i
can be emptied after the i
th time step by t
i 
or by success if i  n
Hence t

   t
n
is red in Nk
	
O if and only if Z
i
  X
i
 for i         n These
inclusions hold if u

X

   u
n
X
n
 w
Secondly let us consider some a
 
  e appearing in w let 


be the number of time
steps in w before a
 
  e 


be the number of those between a
 
  e and a

  e and



be the number of those after a

  e observe that 


  since w

  In order
to mark e   in time e  	 must start after 


time steps and end after 


 


time
steps This is possible if and only if u

 
 
contains the start of some a that ends in
u

 
 

 
 Without loss of generality we may assume that u

 
 
contains a
 
  e just as
w

 
 
does and that u

 
 

 
contains a

  e just as w

 
 

 
does
We conclude that N may
A
O n by the above w

 only if u
i
is essentially w
i
ie up
to permutations within some u
i
s and Z
i
 X
i
for all i         n On the other hand
our considerations also show that N may
A
O n if there is some u  u

X

   u
n
X
n

ARTN of this form We conclude N may
A
O n if and only if w  ARTN and are
done 	
  Comparing the Four Variants of Discrete MayTesting
That ERT
inclusion is actually ner than 
E
is shown by the following results
Theorem  
For testable timed nets the relations 
E
and 
L
coincide
Proof
By Proposition  LL
 and EL
semantics coincide with liberal
 and mixed
behaviour
resp dened in Vog there it is shown that for any testable timed net N and any
discrete test O  d we haveN may
L
O  d if and only if N may
E
O  d the coincidence
of 
E
and 
L
follows directly 	
Proposition  
Let N

and N

be timed nets Then
 SRTN

  SRTN

 implies ERTN

  ERTN

 and ARTN

  ARTN


 ERTN

  ERTN

 or ARTN

  ARTN

 implies LLN

  LLN


Proof
 Straightforward with Denition 	 since ERTN and ARTN are syntactically
decidable subsets of SRTN for any timed net N 

 Straightforward with Denition 	 take some w  LLN

 and replace all 

steps in w by 
 this yields a refusal trace w

in ERTN

 and ARTN

 hence w


ERTN

 or w

 ARTN

 thus w  LLN

 	
Hence it turns out that there are much more relations between the four variants of may

testing than between their corresponding basic semantics on the class of untimed nets
even 
S
coincides with 
A
 thus there are only two preorders and one of them renes the
other one
Proposition 
Let N

and N

be untimed nets Then
 LLN

  LLN

 implies ERTN

  ERTN


 ARTN

  ARTN

 implies SRTN

  SRTN


Proof Let N be an untimed net
 Then ERTN  fw

X

  w
n
X
n
jw

    w
n
  LLN and
for all i         n  a
 
  e occurs in w
i
only if a

  e occurs in w
i 
and
for all i         n a

  e  X
i
only if a
 
  e occurs in w
i
g
 Then SRTN  fw

X

   w
n
X
n
jw

Y

   w
n
Y
n
 ARTN for some Y
i
 such that
for all i         n  a
 
  e occurs in w
i
only if a

  e occurs in w
i 
and
for all i         n Y
i
 X
i
and a

  e  X
i
only if a
 
  e occurs in w
i
g
From this the claimed implications follows quite directly 	
Corollary  
The following implications and no other hold in general between the discrete may

testing preorders for untimed left and all timed right nets

L
 

E

A
 

S

L
 

E

A
 

S
Proof
For all timed nets and hence for untimed nets too the positive results follow from
Theorem 	 
L
 
E
 Proposition 	 
E
 
S
 
A
 and Proposition 	

L
 
A
 and for untimed nets additionally 
S
 
A
by Proposition 	 We
cannot have 
L
 
S
and hence not 
L
 
A
 for untimed and hence all timed
nets in general since this would imply that LL
inclusion yields SL
inclusion for untimed
nets in general a contradiction to Proposition  with Proposition  and 

For the additional negative result concerning timed nets consider
a
2
aN1 N2
We have ARTN

  ARTN

 but a
 
  e
a
fa

  e
a
gfa

  e
a
g  SRTN

 n SRTN


	
 Comparing Strict May and MustTesting
Finally must
testing is also characterized by SRT
inclusion but in reverse direction
whereas for may
testing the chance to perform successful in a test was increased with
the number of refusal traces for must
testing the number of failable tests increases with
the number of refusal traces
Theorem 
Let N

and N

be timed testable nets Then N

w N

if and only if SRTN

 
SRTN


Proof
if Assume SRTN

  SRTN

 and let O  d be a timed test Then SRTN

 
SRTN

 implies SLN

k
	
O  SLN

k
	
O by Proposition 	 and Proposition 	
Thus if N

fails the test due to some w  SLN

k
	
O then so does N


only
if Let N be any testable timed net then by Vog for each w  

E
fg
 
there exists a discrete test O  d
w
 such that N 	must O  d
w
if and only if
w  SRTN Now let N

w N

 then w  SRTN

 implies N

	must O  d
w
 hence
N

	must O  d
w
by assumption and w  SRTN

 by the above too 	
Corollary 
Let N

and N

be timed testable nets Then N

w N

if and only if N


S
N


Proof Follows from Theorem 	 and Theorem 	 	

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